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Introduction

Over the last several years, we have witnessed 
a change in the technology, market design, and 
resource mix that make up today’s power grid. 
Many people are calling this change the “energy 
transition,” which refers to a shift in the structure 
of our electrical grid from centralized, carbon-
intensive power plants to more decentralized, 
renewable energy resources.

While we are still early in the energy transition, 
a number of factors have led the market to a 
turning point. In particular, technology costs 
for previously inaccessible and uneconomic 
renewable solutions like solar and battery energy 
storage systems have decreased substantially 
over the last few years, resulting in relative 
cost parity against more traditional power 
generation sources. 

These cost decreases impact the composition 
of supply resources at both the bulk wholesale 

market level and the more localized distribution 
level. As a result, many residential and commercial 
energy consumers have started embracing these 
technological advancements and contributed to 
the energy transition by installing low-cost solar, 
storage, and other distributed energy resources 
at their locations.

With this backdrop and these market forces in 
mind, regulators have begun to adapt the markets 
they oversee to increase the eligibility of newer 
technologies, like energy storage, in existing 
market programs. As part of these changes, 
grid operators and utilities are now placing a 

premium on flexibility – the ability for supply 
and demand resources to modify their electrical 
production or consumption in response to 
increased variability in supply availability that 
accompanies greater renewables. 

This evolving market landscape has created a 
dizzyingly complex power market landscape that 
requires deep expertise to navigate, particularly 
for commercial and industrial (C&I) businesses. 
It has also created a number of “grid service” 
opportunities for C&I consumers to earn more 
revenue and realize more savings through more 
sophisticated energy market participation.

Why the New Energy 
Landscape Has 
Created New Revenue 
Opportunities
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How to Find New Revenue With Solar, Storage, Electric Vehicle Charging and More

Governments and grid operators use a variety  
of methods to encourage both a more stable and 
greener grid–these include programs, subsidies, 
rebates, incentives, and strong price signals. Many 
of these fall under the banner of “grid services,” 
a general term for electricity market participation 
that enhances the reliability of the grid. 

All of these incentives are extremely important 
to grid operators as they adapt to significant 
increases in renewable generation, and the 
resulting revenue available to businesses is signi-
ficant. But to unlock unrealized value by either 
participating in new programs or by optimizing 
existing assets, it’s crucial to know which 
incentives are available and how to participate.

The connections between assets, markets, and value streams can get complex, and there are a huge variety of different combina-
tions depending on where the facility is located. Here, for instance, we show many different ways a storage asset by itself can create 
value, and the web only becomes more complex when combined with other assets.
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Assets

Energy Storage

Businesses can benefit from storage in a 
variety of ways. Facilities with on-site  
energy storage resources can automatically 
store electricity when it is least expensive 
and consume it when costs from the grid 
are most expensive. Similarly, storage can 
be used to participate in demand response 
(DR), and many grid operators subsidize the 
cost of storage projects for the resiliency 
benefits they offer businesses.

Backup Generators

Backup generators are often thought of 
primarily as a necessity for resiliency, but 
many energy users don’t realize that with 
simple upgrades, backup generators can 
allow them to access demand response 
and system peak reduction programs 
that can generate revenue without much 
change in daily operations.

On-Site Solar

More and more businesses are exploring 
solar power to lower their energy cost and 
to achieve their sustainability goals. On-site 
solar systems can also pair with storage 
systems to add clean power and resiliency 
to businesses in areas where grid outage 
risk may be higher. 

Smart Electric Vehicle 
(EV) Chargers

With volatile oil prices and predictable 
electricity rates, more drivers and 
businesses are compelled by the electric 
vehicle value proposition to improve annual 
operating expenses and meet sustainability 
goals. By optimizing charging times for 
time-of-use rates, controlling and capping 
peak energy usage and participating in 
demand response events, smart charging 
infrastructure enables more businesses to 
electrify their workplaces and fleets.

Electrical Load Profile

A company’s energy usage is generally 
thought of only as an expense, but thinking 
of it as an asset can open a variety of new 
opportunities. Companies can receive 
payments and realize significant savings 
through careful management of their facility 
load and participation in demand response.

How Different Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) Earn Money
There are a huge variety of assets that can capitalize on these programs and incentives – these include tangible ones like batteries as well as intangible ones 
like a facility’s operating load. Here are several examples of common assets that can be monetized:
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Markets and Governing Bodies

Regional Transmission Operators (RTOs)
and Independent System Operators (ISOs)
RTOs and ISOs operate many of the electric grids throughout the United 
States, with RTOs managing about 60% of the country’s total power supply. 
RTOs and ISOs have to consider both the reliability of a grid as well as the 
economics for customers, and these twin objectives often lead them to 
offer a variety of different market-based incentives and programs such as 
demand response.

Governing Bodies
As efforts to cut emissions become increasingly urgent, governments at all 
levels from the federal to the local have implemented a variety of different 
programs that aim to make the grid greener. Many states and cities have passed 
legislation that provide subsidies to certain technologies or financial penalties. 

Utilities
Similar to RTOs and ISOs, utilities offer both programs with payments as well  
as strong price signals that can, if properly leveraged, create significant 
savings. These exist in a wide variety of different forms throughout the country, 
and, similar to efforts by RTOs, are primarily about ensuring reliability on the 
end of the utility.

When and Why Markets and Governing Bodies Reward Energy Users
“The market” generally describes the independent system operator (ISO) or regional transmission operator (RTO) that operates the grid where a facility 
is located. The grid operator oversees the constructs for the fair, efficient, and accessible transfer of bulk electricity between suppliers (typically power 
generators) and purchasers (typically load serving entities). Grid operators set the pricing structure and also create programs to incentivize consumption or 
production behavior. However, there are other entities such as state and municipal governments and utilities that also have vested interests and can offer 
additional incentives. 

Source: ISO/RTO council. See www.isorto.org

http://www.isorto.org
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Value Streams
How Grid Operators Reward You For Your Flexibility
Value streams represent the financial transfers, typically via simple payments but also through mechanisms like tax credits, that asset owners receive for 
enrolling their assets into market programs or creating financial savings and revenue out of their assets. There are a huge variety of values streams for different 
assets in different markets—to access them typically requires an experienced partner that knows what value streams are available and how to participate.  
Here are a few notable examples of the many different value streams available: 

Market Programs
RTOs, ISOs, and utilities have implemented a 
variety of programs that pay end users to modify 
their consumption. 

Example: Demand Response (DR) programs
Demand response is an incentive program 
run by many utilities and grid operators to 
ensure grid stability when there is danger of 
an outage. It is one of the most popular grid 
services programs. 

In DR, commercial and industrial companies 
agree in advance to curtail electricity 
consumption if requested, and receive 
payments for that commitment. Curtailment 
requests happen, on average, only a few 
times a year, and businesses that honor 
their commitment and curtail consumption 
during those periods of grid stress receive 

additional payments.

Market-Based Signals
Many RTOs try to use clear price signals to 
ensure businesses avoid adding loads during 
times of peak grid use. There are many different 
ways companies work to capture economic 
benefit from these signals.

Example: Energy arbitrage
Batteries, especially in areas with high 
renewable generation, can be used to 
arbitrage energy prices by charging during low 
priced hours and later discharging when prices 
are high. This is most effectively done by 
partnering with an energy services company 
that optimize this process through technology.

Example: Demand charge management 
When a grid system is at its peak and facing 
its highest demand of the day, individual 
businesses face increased demand charges. 
These increased charges are a price signal 
from the utility or RTO to help ensure demand 
does not exceed possible supply at these 
hours, and by shifting non-essential loads 
away from system peaks, companies can 
achieve major savings.

Rebates or Incentives
Many different markets offer specific rebates 
and incentives for businesses that install certain 
assets or use renewable generation for a  
certain amount of their overall consumption.

Example: California’s Self-Generation 
Incentive Program (SGIP)
In California, the Self-Generation Incentive 
Program (SGIP) gives rebates to customers 
who install energy storage technology like 
batteries. California’s grid has been troubled 
by weather-related outages in recent years, 
and SGIP helps to encourage local resiliency 
for many businesses. Non-residential 
customers of PG&E, Southern California 
Edison, SoCalGas or SDG&E are eligible for a 
rebate of approximately $350/kilowatt-hour, 
estimated by the program to cover 35% of the 
cost of an average system. Select customers 
– mostly essential facilities such as hospitals, 
water treatment plants, and police stations, 
but also small grocery stores – can receive a 
rebate up to $1000/kwh. 
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Value Streams (cont'd)

More Opportunities Coming
The landscape is continuing to evolve as grid 
operators leverage new capabilities to meet 
demand in the most economic and sustainable 
way possible. New technology like vehicle to grid 
(V2G), for example, will soon be widespread, not 
only helping to stabilize the grid but offering 
a value stream that may help to boost the 
popularity of electric vehicle fleets. Real-time 
pricing (RTP) is another program many grid 
operators are exploring.

Finding the Right Combination
Any combination of these markets, assets, and 
value streams can be helpful to a company. But 
by combining several of these assets, markets, 
and value streams, you can earn or save far 
more money than with a single straightforward 
combination of one asset and one market. 
To make these connections, though, is often 
impossible without a partner.
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at times when relying on the grid would be much 
more expensive. By combining the storage and 
solar, they unlocked a variety of new value.

UMass Boston integrated a 1 MW rooftop solar PV 
system with a 500 kW/2 MWh lithium-ion battery 
storage system that would enable them to not 
only self-generate clean energy on-campus, but 
to store and consume excess power on-demand, 
creating massive savings through demand charge 
management—reducing exposure to the grid when 
some of its most expensive charges are calculated. 

Equipped with Enel X’s DER Optimization 
Software, the solar-plus-storage system will 
also enable the campus to earn payments 

through regional demand response programs 
and qualify for incentive earnings through 
the Solar Massachusetts Renewable Target 
(SMART) program. The system is also enrolled 
in ancillary services programs, and the project 
received financial support from a grant from 
the Advancing Commonwealth Energy Storage 
(ACES) program through the Department of 
Energy Resources (DOER) and administered by the 
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC).

In addition, the project included the installation of 
11 smart electric vehicle (EV) charging stations, 
which are designed to prevent EV charging during 
times when high demand on the grid will increase 
overall energy spend.

The University of Massachusetts (UMass) Boston 
is a great example of combining value streams 
across markets and assets. UMass Boston initially 
came to be interested in solar as part of a broader 
sustainability plan, and saw the value in pairing 
solar with other assets. 

Storage was the most obvious pairing. By 
itself, storage provides a great deal of value in 
Massachusetts—large energy consumers face a 
big challenge in the form of exposure to high,  
time-based electricity costs. Energy storage 
provides a compelling solution by enabling users 
to store and then later consume electricity on-site 

CASE STUDY

1 MW PV System 

500 kW/2 MWh  
Lithium-ion Battery

Enel X DER 
Optimization Software

11 Smart EV 
Charging Stations

How UMass Used Solar, 
Storage, and EV Charging 
to Maximize Savings
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How These Assets, Markets, 
and Value Streams Combine

The Full Array of Assets, Markets, and Value Streams Combined by UMass Boston
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Why You Need a Partner to 
Maximize Earnings

To both connect energy 
consumers to energy market 
programs, and to maximize 
value, energy solution 
providers are often necessary.

Many end users don’t realize how so many of 
these programs naturally fit together—they see, 
for instance, the benefits of a battery by itself,  
but don’t realize how they can combine it with 
solar and demand response to maximize revenue. 
They may also not realize that they can gain 
access to wholesale markets with a partner, and 
that partner can use software to coordinate 
energy arbitrage.

Many of these value streams simply cannot  
be accessed by a C&I end user without 
utilizing energy solution providers as partners. 
There are four key pillars to a strong partner in 
maximizing the value of your energy assets: 

Energy Market Experience
The variety and details of the programs available 
vary from market to market, and although a 
program like demand response may exist in 
many of them, its participation details vary. An 
energy partner must have experience in and 
understanding of a variety of markets, especially if 
businesses have multiple locations throughout the 
country. Many energy partners are theoretically 
capable of participating in a number of markets, 
but don’t have the project history necessary to 
execute smoothly.

Regulatory Expertise 
To gain access to these programs, it’s crucial to 
understand their often complex and changing 
details. These programs are not simple to keep 
up with, and dedicated regulatory expertise is 
necessary to ensure participation is not only 
proper, but optimal. Additionally, regulatory teams 
work with grid operators to ensure that programs 
evolve to create the most value for the grid and 
for customers.

Dedicated Operational Teams 
Many of the best opportunities for payments  
from programs, or just maximized savings, are 
about timing – shifting or curtailing load at the 
proper time. A dedicated operational team is 
a necessity to ensure opportunities are being 
monitored at every moment, and businesses are 
being kept updated on upcoming actions.

Leading Technology 
Technology not only enables an energy  
solution partner to more easily help energy 
users participate in these programs, they often 
exponentially increase revenue. Tools like remote 
load curtailment and battery optimization 
software are necessary to ensure that earnings 
are maximized, and such software can vary 
between energy solution providers.
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Why Enel X
Enel X not only has expertise across products and markets, 
we have years of experience in each program. With over 
3,400 business customers, Enel X manages 4.7 GW of 
demand response across more than 10,400 sites and has 
20 behind-the-meter battery energy storage systems in 
operation. In addition, Enel X powers 50,000 JuiceBox electric 
vehicle smart chargers with JuiceNet, an IoT platform for 
smart management of electric vehicle charging.
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